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About This Game

In the award winning game ItzaBitza™ , drawings truly come to life. Kids help their Sketchy by using Living Ink™ - a unique
drawing recognition system – to draw one-of-a kind interactive objects that form the centerpiece of the game's action. Draw a
house and watch the character shrink to fit in the door; draw flames and watch the rocket ship they drew blast off. There's little
chance for the player to lose interest in ItzaBitza. The game provides a totally unique experience every time it is played. Since
the environment is created through each player's personal drawings, the possibilities are as endless and fantastic as the player’s

imagination. The game comes with five themed playsets – "Home Sweet Home", "Let’s go Camping", "Play in Space", "A Farm
Life", and perfect for Halloween – "A VERY Scary Haunted House." Players unlock playsets by winning star challenges.

ItzaBitza is more than just a fun game. The game has been crafted specifically for early-readers. In ItzaBitza, players who are
just learning to read start out having a blast watching the whimsical reactions happen between their drawings and their Sketchy.

Then all of a sudden, they need to read to win a star. Or to know what to draw so they can help their Sketchy. Parents will be
delighted by the game's ability to enhance their child's self-confidence. Unlike some games that leave younger players frustrated

by their difficulty and lack of assistance, ItzaBitza provides features to guide children even when faced with unfamiliar
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concepts. If an early-reader encounters a new word, it can be read aloud to them with the simple act of hovering the mouse over
the word.

Through a delightful twist on drawing games, ItzaBitza introduces a new way for kids to game and while they are playing, really
important learning is happening. New methods to engage children, discovered during a multi-year research project conducted by

Microsoft Corporation, are fused into the game's design, yielding a unique experience that encourages fun and learning.
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This game works great for children as an introduction to computers. It allows for clicking, reading (with speaking for children
that cant read), drawing and puzzle solving.

Not for older children and may be a little expensive for \u00a37 however if you can find it in a sale and you have a child that
wants to play games with you then I would highly recomend.

The puzzles are simple enough to complete most simply by playing the game in an exploratory fashion however there is a
challenge to find all the puzzles for each level which will allow for more of a goal as your child gets older.

Recommended age: 3-8 (Depending on your childs abilities). This game is great for toddlers that just started playing on a
computer. Love it <3. Fast paced game, not even a minute to go to the toilet before one of your friends stabs you in the back and
you wake up hanging from a helicopter by your ankles while a Portuguese man threatens to drop you five thousand feet down
into the pacific, but you manage to kick him in the face, fly the helicopter back to land, find a man who sells microwaves but is
willing to drive you back home for a small favor, get back on your computer and draw a brightly coloured, poorly crafted house
with no structural support. 10\/10 would recommend.. Definately for kids at the preschool to kindergarten level . 9\/10. In my
Windows 10 laptop this game started fine but it was unusable with the touchscreen. Also every now and then it froze for a few
seconds, which was extremely annoying. Asked for a refund.. Windows 8.1 x64. Does not work, white screen on startup, sound
but no graphics. Sabi no longer offers support for this game and has shut down any forums or FAQs to allow you access to ANY
support information, Google is not helpful. Avoid this game at all costs.. It's great fun for my 3 year old with my help. There are
a bunch of different options and modes to unlock on it. BTW it works great on my Windows 10 x64 computer.. Does the job
for kids: learning mouse mouvement and fundamental AAA gameplay: "click here to win!".

The shape recognition works alright as well.
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Does not work i only get a minimised white screen with sound, have tried various things but still not working. This is the only
game i have brought through steam that has this problem. windows 7 64bit
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